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Chapter 1  Extratropical Cyclones 

1.2 Cyclogenesis from the vorticity and pressure view 

There are several different, yet consistent, ways that can interpret the 

physical mechanisms of cyclogenesis. 

 

Weather disturbances of many types like extratropical cyclones are 

usually characterized by “cyclonic vorticity maxima” at the surface. 

Vorticity framework can provide a straightforward means of 

understanding the process of cyclogenesis.   

 

Vorticity equation will be introduced in the class. 



Schematic illustrating a cyclone form as the upper-trough axis 

approaches the surface stationary frontal zone 

初始時間: 高層槽尚未到

達地面滯留鋒面的位置 
稍後時間: 高層槽已到達

地面滯留鋒面的位置,有利
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A sequence of surface analyses showing the rapid spinup of a separate 

cyclone over the region of preexisting vorticity (along the east coast of US)      
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Dashed lines denote ridge induced by cold air damming along the Appalachian Mountains  
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Demonstrate the origin of the extratropical cyclone 













Pressure view: Atmospheric pressure is nearly equal to the weight of 

the overlying air column. For the surface pressure to fall at the center of 

a developing cyclone, there must be net mass divergence in the 

overlying air column. 

 

Because frictional inflow within PBL in the vicinity of lower pressure 

results in mass convergence, mechanisms associated with divergence 

aloft should be focused.   
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Schematic showing divergence patterns associated with a upper-level 

trough/ridge and a realistic case illustrating a close relationship of 

surface cyclones and anticyclones with 250-mb wave patterns  
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Schematic showing the pressure and vorticity view of cyclogenesis 

and their different emphasis   
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Two upper-wave patterns of equal amplitude with different degree of 

QG forcing [i.e., stronger vorticity advection in (b)] 
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